
Scope and Sequence 
Unit Topic Skill Grammar Vocabulary Project Around the World

Unit 1
p1-p12 It’s so great to be young!

talk about what it is like to be young;
express likes and dislikes;
design a poster.

non-restrictive 
attributive clause 
conducted by which

vocabulary about young people’s 
activities design a poster for an activity exciting activities among young 

people

Unit 2
p13-p24 Learn to think positively

talk about mental health issues;
develop a positive attitude towards life;
cope with anxiety.

passive voice vocabulary about positive thinking do a survey about problems among 
young people excerpts from Three Days to See

Unit 3
p25-p36 Communicate skillfully

communicate appropriately and effectively;
deal with complaints;
write a letter of apology.

non-finite verb (v.+-ing) vocabulary about communication skills provide solutions for customers’ 
complaints

principles from How to Win Friends  
and Influence People

Unit 4
p37-p48

When the East meets the 
West

talk about the advantages of studying abroad;
discuss cultural differences between the East 
and the West;
design an academic calendar. 

the usage of it  in 
noun clauses vocabulary about cultural differences  

find the origins of some food with the 
help of the Internet different images in different 

cultures

Task Unit 1
p49-p50

Unit 5
p51-p62 Do you like green living?

talk about environmental issues;
describe what you can do to protect the
environment;
design your “go green week”.

non-finite verb vocabulary about  environmental issues do some research about environmental 
issues some green countries in the world

Unit 6
p63-p74

Enjoy a well-planned trip describe your travel experience;
book flights and hotels;
make a travel plan. 

compound adjective vocabulary about travel experience make an itinerary for a trip some popular outdoor activities

Unit 7
p75-p86 What’s behind the buy?

talk about sales and promotions;
do bargaining;
design an ad for used items.

adverbial clause vocabulary about shopping and sales 
techniques 

do a survey about what influences 
cellphone buying different marketplaces in the world

Unit 8
p87-p98

The e-world is all
around us!

describe the e-world;
talk about how the e-world influences us;
understand the social etiquette in the e-world.

word formation vocabulary about the e-world’s influence do some research with the help of 
search engines a new generation in the US

Task Unit 2
p99-p100

Words and Expressions p101-p107         Vocabulary p108-p113         China Story p114-p116
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